Soothing Gel +
Energy-Return Foam
THE WORLD’S MOST COMFORTABLE FLOOR MAT

Handcrafted in the USA

Feels like standing on a cloud!

with globally sourced materials

The most advanced comfort technology available for tired, hurting feet. GelPro Elite™ has a 3/4 inch thick
Dual Comfort Core of our proprietary gel and energy-return foam. This revolutionary anti-fatigue mat offers
maximum support and plush comfort so you can actually stand for extended periods of time without
experiencing discomfort and fatigue. The GelPro Elite Comfort Mat features reinforced beveled edges, a
slip-resistant bottom and a stain-resistant top surface constructed with polyurethane. Our antifatigue mats are the ideal solution for those who suffer from back, hip, leg or foot discomfort or anyone
who wants to enjoy what they do while standing on hard flooring.

Available in hundreds of decorator patterns and colors, and a variety of sizes.

The most advanced comfort system made
with soothing gel + energy-return foam
Gel conforms to feet for maximum support
& ultra-plush comfort
Therapeutic relief for feet, legs &
back discomfort

SOOTHING
GEL

ENERGYRETURN
FOAM

Durable, stain-resistant
& easy-to-clean
Phthalate-free polyurethane

Slip-resistant bottom

5-YEAR WARRANTY

Indulge in the extra-soft and deep-cushioning support as
your feet rest on the world’s most comfortable ﬂoor mat.
The unique, conforming feel of gel plus foam actually feels so natural
that you forget that you are standing! This revolutionary comfort
solution is perfect for anyone suffering from back, hip, knee, leg &
foot discomfort, plantar fasciitis, osteoporosis or arthritis.

Beveled and
reinforced edges
will not curl or
wear down

MSRP Pricing:
$124.95 -$599.95
Sizes:
20 x36, 20x48, 20 x72, 30 x72 & 30 x 108
Milano in Deep Sea

1000+ COMBINATIONS OF
STYLES, COLORS & SIZES

GelPro.com

Non-slip bottom certified by
the National Floor Safety Institute

700658-001

GelPro Elite™ is ideal for use in the
kitchen, bathroom, laundry room,
craftroom and at stand-up desks.

